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1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper a simultaneous modeling system for dichotomousendogenous
variablesis developed
andappliedempirically to longitudinal travel demand
data of modal
choice. Thereported research is motivatedby three factors. First, the analysis of
discrete data has becomestandard practice amonggeographers, sociologists, and
economists. In the seventies a numberof new tools were developed to handle
multivariate discrete data (Bishop, et al., 1975; Fienberg, 1980; Goodman,
1972).
However,while these methodsare invaluable in studying empirical relationships among
sets of discrete variables, they havea limited ability to reveal the underlyingcausal
structure that generatedthe data.
Second,in travel demand
analysis and housing marketmodeling,attention has
beenfocusedlargely on single-equationmodels.It canbe arguedthat this scopeis too
limited. Human
decisionsare usually not takenin isolation but in conjunctionwith other
decisions andevents. Theremaybe complexfeedbackrelations, recursive, sequential,
andsimultaneousdecision structures that cannotbe adequatelydescribedin a single
equation. This has beena major motivation in the seventies in sociology for the
developmentof a newmodelingapproach: linear structural equations with latent
variables. Suchmodelscombinethe classical simultaneousequationsystemmodelwith
a linear measurement
model. Original developments,particularly

the LISRELmodel

(JSreskog,1973,1977), did not allow for discrete dependent
variables. Morerecently,
Muthen(1983, 1984,1987)andothers (e.g., Bentler, 1983,1985)developedmodels
incorporate various types of non-normalendogenous
variables, including censored/
truncatedpolytomous
anddummy
variables. This paperexploresthe possibilities of this
methodfor simultaneousequationmodelsin dynamicanalysis of mobility.
A third motivationfor the presentresearchis the rapid growthof longitudinaldata
sets. In recent yearsmanylongitudinal surveyshavebecome
available for geographical,
economic,andtransportation analyses.In labor andhousingmarketanalysis the Panel
Study of IncomeDynamics(PSID, 1984) has played an important role (Heckman
Singer, 1985; Daviesand Crouchley,1984, 1985). In consumerbehavior, the Cardiff
Consumer
Panelhas beena major motivation for the development
andtesting of dynamic
discrete choice models(Wrigley, et al., 1985; Wrigley andDunn,1984a,1984b,1984c,
1985;DunnandWrigley, 1985;Uncles,1987).In the Netherlandsa large generalmobility
panel has beenconductedannually since 1984(J. Golob, et al., 1985; van Wissenand
Meurs,1989). Hereanalyseshavefocusedon discrete data on modalchoice (’1. Golob,
et al., 1986), as well as on dynamicstructural modeling(GolobandMeurs,1987,1988;
Kitamura, 1987; Goloband van Wissen,1988; Golob, 1988). The present paper is an
extensionof this line of researchto incorporate dynamicstructural modelsof modal
choice, using data fromthe DutchMobility Panel.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the basic methodologyis
developed. In Section 3 the simultaneous equation systemof dummy
variables is
compared
with the conditional logistic model,whichis derivedfrom, andequivalentto,
the familiar log-linear model.In the fourth section, both modelsare appliedto a dynamic
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data set of train andbususage.Some
major conclusionsregardingthe aboveare drawn
in the final section.

2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1 TwoEquation Systems
Thebasic modelcan be specified as a set of structural equationsinvolving dummy
endogenousvariables.

The dummyendogenousvariables can be viewed as being

generatedby unobserved
latent variables. Considera latent variable y* which is not
observed,but the event y? > 0 is observed,throughthe indicator y, = 1:
y, = 1 iff

y? > 0

y, = 0 otherwise

(2.1)

Next, suppose
y* is explainedby the following relationship:
y* = 1, x, + u,

(2.2)

Then
Prob(y, = 1)

= Prob(u, >--~x,)

(2.3)

Equations(2.1) through(2.3) define a binary choice model. If it is assumed
that u is
standardnormaldistributed then the probit modelresults:
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Prob(y, = 1) = (} (-~

(2.4)

where¯ is the standardnormalcumulativedistribution function.
For generalizationto the multivariate case,suppose
wehavetwo latent variables,
y,* and y=*, and two observeddummy
indicators y, andy2. The latent variables are
assumed
to be linear functions of the latent variables themselves
as well as exogenous
variablesx. So, the following structural modelis defined:
(2.5a)

Y,*, = /~, Y2*, + "1, x,, + ~’,,
Y2*,

= /~2 Y,*, + "/2 x2, + ~’2,

(2.5b)

The~’s denotethe direct effects among
the latent variables, andthe -~’s are the direct
effects betweenthe exogenous
and endogenous
variables. If the error terms ~-, and
~’2 are assumed
to be bivariate normallydistributed with variance-covariance
matrix
thenthe bivariate probit modelresults.
In order to estimatethe parameters
in a structural equationssystem,a three-stage
procedure
is followed(see, e.g., Judge,et al., Ch. 14). First, the equationsare written
in reducedform. Second,least squaresor maximum
likelihood methodscan be applied
to the reduced-formequations to obtain
consistent estimates of the reduced-form
-~,
coefficients. Finally, the structural parametersare derived from the reduced-form
parameters.A uniquesolution of the structural parameters
in termsof the reduced-form
estimatesis not alwayspossible, whichis the problemof identification.
Thethree-stageprocedure
canbe illustrated with the structural modelgivenabove.
The reduced-formmodelis

4

4- ~2 X2i

(2.6a)

Jr" ~22 X21

(2.6b)

where

#1 "f2
m~

1 - #1 #2

1 - #1 #2

"12

#2 "11
1{’21

J

=

~’22

1 - #1 #2

1 - #, #2

#1 £2 + £1
V1 =

#2 £1 + £2
,

V2

(2.7)

=

1-#1 #2

1-#, #2

Thejoint distribution of v, andv2 is assumed
bivariate normalaccordingto:

E(v,,) = E(v2,)
2
E (v li

)

--

(4)

O

= 1

2
E (v 21)

=

W22

= 1

1

(2.8)

E (v,i V2,) = w,2

¯ Thevariances~,1 and~,, are set to 1 becausethe scale of the probit transformationis
not identified (Maddala,1983,p. 22).
The reduced-formmodelparametersin equation (2.6) can be estimated in two
steps. The7r’s can be estimatedby means
of probit regressions.Next, the correlation
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among
the errors can be estimatedusing the theory of tetrachoric correlations in 2x2
tables(Tallis, 1962).
Givenestimates~ fromequation(2.6), wecancalculate the y*’s. Theprobabilities
of the joint occurrenceof the two eventscan nowbe expressedas:

P,, (i) = Prob (y,, = 1 andy2,= 1) = ~’2 (~/~*,

Y2*,,

P,o (i) = Prob (y,, = 1 and Y2, = O) = ~’2 (Y,*,,

-Y~*,, -p)

(2.9b)

Po, (i) = Prob(y,, = 0 and y,, = 1) = e2 (’~’,*,,

~)2",

-p)

(2.9c)

P oo (i) = Prob (Y,i

=

0 andy2, = O) = ~2 (-~’,*,,

p)

-~’2", , p)

(2.9a)

(2.9d)

wheree2 (.) is the standardizedbivariate normaldistribution. Maximum
likelihood can
be usedto obtain a consistentestimatorof p, the correlationcoefficient.
With the estimatedreduced-form
coefficients, the ~’s, andp’S, it is possibleto
calculate the structural parameters.Fromequation(2.7) wehave:

=

,

=

.

Further, .~, maybe derivedfromthe ~’s and.~,, (or ~’2, ), andlikewise "~2 from~=(or
~r,2 ). Finally, the variancesandcovarianceof the structural modelcan be determined
fromthe ~’s. Since~,, and~,., are set to 1, theseparameters
are not uniquelyidentified.
Theequationsrelating the u’s to the (co)variances.~ are:
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In general,the @’scanbe solvedgiventhe ~)’s andthe/~’s.

2.2 q-Equation Systems
Extensionof the modelto morethan two equationsis straightforward. In matrix
form, equation(2.5) becomes:

y* = By* + rx + C

(2.11)

wherey* is a (q x 1) vector of latent endogenous
variables, x is an (m x 1) vector
exogenous
variables, B is a (q x q) parameter
matrix of the structural coefficients among
the y* variables, r is a (q x m) parametermatrix of structural coefficients relating the
exogenous
and endogenous
variables, and¢ is a (q x 1) vector of disturbances. The
variance-covariance
matrix of the C’s is definedas ,I,, with elements@,,. Analogous
to
equationsystem(2.6), weobtain the reduced-formmatrix equation:
y* = (I-B)" rx + (I-B)"
(2.12)

= IIx + v

wheren = (I - B)" r is the (q x m) matrix of reducedform regressioncoefficients,
v is a vector of random
disturbanceswith covariancematrix Var(v) = n (q x q). A typical
elementof fl is ~,,. Fromequation(2.12) the expectationandvarianceof y* conditional
on x can be derived:
E(y* I x) = (I- B)"
Var(y* I

x)

(2.13)
T

= 0- B)" ¯ (1- B)"

7

(2.14)

where,as before, ~ denotesthe variance-covariance
matrix of the ~- disturbanceterms.
Analogousto the two-equationscase, (2.12) is solved for 1-[ andr}. Givenconsistent
estimatesf[ and~ the structural parametermatricesB, r and.~ are then estimated.In
the two-equations case the r[ parameterscan be solved using univariate probit
regressions. However,the covariancematrix n is in general muchmoredifficult

to

estimate. In the two-equations case, maximum
likelihood estimation involves the
evaluationof the bivariate normaldistribution function, but in the q-equationcasethis
involvesthe evaluationof the multivariate normaldistribution in q dimensions.Thereis
no closedformsolution for this integral andonehasto rely on numericalsolutions, which
becomecomputationally expensivewith large numbersof variables. Consequently,
various approximationshave beendeveloped. Daganzo(1979) developedan algorithm
basedon workby Clark(1961),in whichthe largest of a finite set of multivariatenormally
distributed variables is computed.Muthen(1983, 1984) developeda methodwhereonly
bivariate informationon sampledistributions is used.This limited-information maximum
likelihood approach,coupledwith generalized least squares(GLS)estimation of the
structural parameters,is implemented
in the computerprogramLISCOMP
(Muth~.n,1987).

2.3 Limited-InformationGLSEstimation
Themodelingframeworkof LISCOMP
implementsstructural equationmodelswith
latent endogenous
variables that are not normallydistributed. Endogenous
variable types
that can be handledin this wayinclude dichotomous
variables, ordinal variables, and
censoredor truncatedcontinuousvariables. A special caseof this class of modelsis the
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multivariate probit modeldescribedhere. Anexample
of a structural equationmodelwith
mixedtypes of endogenous
variables in the transportation context is providedin Golob
andvan Wissen(1988). Here, the focus is on the estimation of the multivariate probit
model.
The distinction betweenreduced-formmodelparametersand structural model
parameters
is crucial in simultaneous
equationsmodeling.Thereduced-form
coefficients
maybe called samplestatistics. Theseare the regressioncoefficients N (intercepts and
slopes)andresidual correlations~3.
In the limited-information approach,the elementsof n are estimatedusing only
bivariate sampleinformation.Theestimationinvolvesevaluationof equationsystem(2.9)
for eachobservationfor eachpair of latent variablesto obtain the corresponding
residual
correlationso.
Estimationof the structural modelparameters
involves optimally replicating the
samplestatistics as close as possiblein termsof the free modelparameters
in the B, [’,
and~, parametermatrices,using the generalizedleast squares(GLS)approachdeveloped
by Brown(1974, 1982, 1984). In the application of weightsin the GLSapproach,it
usefulto distinguishbetween
the regressionstatistics ]I andthe correlationstatistics n.
Considerthe vector of samplestatistics S = (S., S b ) with the following elements:

S, = vec{][}

(2.15a)

Sb = K vec{n}

(2.15b)
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wherer[ andn are the samplestatistics andK selects lower-triangularelementsfromthe
symmetriccorrelation matrix. Thevec-operatorstrings out matrix elementsrow-wisein
a columnvector. Next, consider the population vector o = (~. , a b ) where
corresponds
to the regressionstructure and<7b to the correlationstructure of the model.
Fromequations(2.13) through(2.14) wehave:
c,, = vec { (1-B)" r
~b = Kvec{ (l-B) "’)

(2.16a)
(2.16b)

~,(1-B)"T}

The total numberof parametersin ~, isqxm and inob is’/2q
number of free

parameters in B, [’,

(q-l).

Sothetotal

and ~,, denoted as r, cannot exceed

q (m + ’/2 (q -1)). A generalized least-squares approachcan then be usedto obtain
the structural equationparameters.Thefitting functionis
F = (S-~) T W" (S-~)

(2.17)

whereWis the estimator of the asymptoticcovariancematrix of S. (For details on the
computationof W,see Muthdn,1984, p. 119). F providesa large-scale chi-squaretest
of modelfit to the first andsecond
orderstatistics. If r is the total number
of free model
parameters in B, [’,

and ~,, then the appropriate

degrees of freedom is

q (m+ ’/2 (q 1)) - r. See
Bentler (1980), for interpretation of the chi-square stat
istic
in large samples.
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3.

A COMPARISON
WITH THE CONDITIONALLOGISTIC MODEL

Themultivariate probit modelpresentedhere can be compared
with the log-linear
model(LLM)and equivalent conditional logistic model(CLM).The LLMis one of
mostfrequentlyappliedtools in appliedmultivariate categoricalanalysis(Bishop,et al.,
1975). The CLMcan be derived from the LLMand distinguishes betweendependentand
independent
variables. TheLLM-CLM
modelis well suited to test statistical associations
among
categoricalvariables, but there are difficulties in estimatingstructural parameters
among
the variables. In particular, there are two types of problems:

o

TheCLMis not sufficiently rich in parameters
to distinguish betweenstatistical
association andstructural relations (Heckman,
1978; Maddala,1983).

The use of endogenousdummy
variables is inconsistent. If specified as a
.

dependent
variable, a dichotomous
variable is treated as a probability; if entered
as an explanatoryvariable, it is treated as a dummy
variable (WinshipandMare,
1983).

To demonstratethese points, the LLMand the correspondingCLMare introduced and
compared
with the associated multivariate probit models. In Section 4 an empirical
comparisonamongthe modelsis given.
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Consider a trinomial discrete variable problemdefined by the dichotomous
variablesY,, Y2, andY3, with values0 and1. Thecross-classificationof thesevariables
is a three-waytable with 2’ = 8 cells with frequenciesf,j, . TheLLMmodelsthe joint
distribution of the variablesin termsof maineffects andinteractioneffects. Thesaturated
trinomial LLMis:
log [P (Y,, Y2, Y3)]
+

(3.1)

wherethe singly subscripted#’s are the maineffects, #,2, #, 3, and# 2a are second
order
interaction terms, and~,~, is the third order interaction term. Themodelextendseasily
to includemorevariables andmorecategories(see, e.g., Bishop,et al., 1975;Fienberg,
1980; Goodman,
1972).
Model (3.1) contains as manyparametersas there are cell frequencies.
imposingconstr’aints on the ~ terms, a moreparsimoniousmodelresults. Thepredicted
cell frequenciesF,j, can be compared
with the observedfrequenciesf,j,

to determine

whetherthe hypothesisexpressed
in the modelfits the data, usingthe x 2 test or the loglikelihood ratio. Individual # termscanalso be tested usingthe conventionalt-test.
TheLLMmodelsthe joint distribution of all variables: Nodistinction between
dependentandindependentvariables is made.In order to predict the outcomeof one
variable conditional on the outcomes
of the other variables, the LLMcan be transformed
into the conditional logistic model(CLM),the equivalencebetweenthe log-linear model
andlinear logistic modelsbeing well known(McCullaghandNelder, 1983,Section6.4).
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Fromequation(3.1):
P(Y, : 1 I Y2, Y3)
=
L1I 23 log...............................
P(Y, = OIY~,Y3)

All termsnot involving Y1cancelout. Similarly wehave:
L 21,3 = /~2 + /~,2Y, + /~Y3 + #,~Y,Y3

(3.3)

and

Equations (3.2) through (3.4) correspondto the sameLLM. The form of the three
conditionalequationsis similar to that of a simultaneous
equationsystem.However,
there
are a numberOf cross-equationparameterconstraints that are usually not imposedin
simultaneousequation systems:# ,2 appearsin both equations(3.2) and (3.3),
appearsin equations(3.2) and(3.4), and#~ appearsin equations(3.3) and(3.4).
term # 123 appearsin all three conditional expressions.Consequently,they cannotbe
given a causal interpretation but should be consideredas association-typeparameters.
CLM’scanbe given a structural interpretation if the systemis recursive(Maddala
andLee, 1976).Considerthe joint probability structure:
P(Y,,Y2,Y3)

= P(Y,) ¯ P(Y2 I Y1) ¯ P(Y3 I Y,,Y2)

Fromequation(3.5) wehave:
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(3.5)

= log

L,

P(Y, = 1)
(3.6)

P(Y, =o)

P(Y2 = 1 IY,)
L=I, = log

2

2

/~ + /~,2Y,

P(Y,=0I Y,)

(3.7)

P(Y3=1

L31,2 = log .........................
P(Y3=0 IY,,Y,)

3

3

= ~3 + ~.,3Y,

3

+ ~Y, + ~,~Y,2

(3.8)

In theseequations,the superscripts of the # termsdenotethe dimensions
of the table
usedin the estimation.So, equations(3.6) through(3.8) are estimatedin three stages:
2
First, I#, is estimatedfrom the marginaldistribution of Y,. Next, #~and#,2
are derived
3
3
from estimating a saturated LLMon the two-waytable of Y, andY,. Finally, #3
, #,3,
3
#a,
and

3

#,~ are estimated
fromthe three-way
table containingall threevariables. The

#’s of the recursive structure can be given a causalinterpretation (Goodman,
1973).
If wecompare
the recursivemodelstructure equations(3.6) through(3.8) with
types of modelsdiscussed in Section 2, an important difference emerges.In the
multivariate probemodelthe dichotomous
variables are treated as latent variables both
as independentandas explanatory(intermediate) variables. This allows the models
be written in structural form andin reducedform. In the CLMformulation, dichotomous
14

variables are treated as dummies
if they are explanatory, but as log oddsif they are
dependent
variables. A substantiveinterpretation can be givenfor both forms, depending
on the type of problembeing modeled.Heckman
(1978) introdzo~ced a simultaneous
equation systemwith dummy
endogenous
vail . ~ containi’
and the observed

dummy indicator~

parameters applw j~,~ver.--Maddala

~~onstramr[s~,~-~

~elatent variable
~-,~:~

,~1

(1983, Section 5.7) gave a substantive

int~:#f~ati-0n to including latent variables or their observeddummy
counterpartsin
structural equations.Thelatent variable y* can be interpreted as "intention" andthe
observedy as the actual action. The model
Y,*

= /~, Y*2 +’~, x, + ~-,

y*

= /92 y,* + ’~2 x2 + ~’2

(3.9)

specifies that the intentions abouty, andy 2 are determined
jointly by the x’s. On the
other hand, the model
Y,*

= /~, Y2 + ~, x, + ~’,
(3.10)

= /~2 Y, + ~2 x2 + ~’2

saysthat the intention for y, is determined
by the actual outcome
of Y2, but the intention
for Y2is also determined
by the outcome
of y,. Onthe condition that intentions precede
actions, sucha modelis not logically consistent. This canbe shownformally (Maddala,
1983, p. 119). Let F, (.) andF~ (.) be the distribution functions of ~’, and
respectively. Then,(from 3.10):
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Prob(y, = 1) = F, ~,y= +,/,x,)

(3.11)

and
Prob(y, = landy2 = 1)

= F, 09, +-/,x,) F2092+,/2x2)

Prob (y, = 1 and Y2 = O)

= F,(.~,x,)

Prob(y, = Oandy2 = 1)

= [1-F, 09, +,/,x,)]

Prob(y, = Oandy= =0)

= [1 - F, (,/, x, )] [1 - F2(,/2x2)]

[1-F2092 +,/2x2)
F2(,/=~)
(3.12)

Thesumof theseprobabilities is equalto:
1 + [F, 09, +,/x,) - F,(-/lx,)]

[1=2 092+’12x~)

F2(%x~)]

(3.13)

It is clear that, in orderfor this expressionto be 1, either/~, or/~2hasto be zero. The
key point to be made
hereis that the questionof including the observeddummy
indicator
or its latent counterpartas explanatoryvariables in a simultaneous
systemof equations
has importanttheoretical andsubstantiveimplications. By using conditional logistic
models,oneis restricted to using dummy
indicators, whichmaynot be appropriatefor
a given problem.

4.

EMPIRICAL MODELCOMPARISON

Thedifferences between
the multivariate probit modelintroducedin Section2 and
the conditional logistic modelin Section 3 are illustrated using data from an ongoing
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national mobility panelin the Netherlands
that wasinitiated in 1984.Thesurveyinvolves
the yearly recordingof oneweekof travel behaviorof a sampleof approximately1,800
households.A stratified

samplingschemewasused, basedon life cycle, household

income,andplace of residence. All householdmembers
over eleven years of agewere
surveyed.For moreinformation on the samplingschemeandthe survey, see J. Golob,
et al., (1986), or van WissenandMeurs(1989). The present research uses data
four wavesof the Dutchpanelconductedin the spring of eachof the years1984through
1987. Thedata usedin this study is restricted to driver-aged householdmembers
over
18 yearsof age.
Therelations amongfive dichotomousvariables are analyzed.Four of the five
variables pertain to the useof two public transport modes:train (r) andbus-tram-subway
(B) at two points in time (denotedT, , T2 andB, , B 2, respectively). Theremaining
variable relates to car ownershipof the household(C). A pooledwave-pairsamplewas
used.For eachperson, yearly interval records wereconstructed.Thevariables related
to mode
usageweredefinedfor the beginningandthe endof the intervals. Intervals in
which a changein car ownershipoccurred were excludedfrom the analysis. Table 1
defines the variables usedin this section. Sinceall variables are dichotomous,
wecan
organizethe data in tabular form. Table 2 showsthe 25 = 32 cell frequenciesin the
table.
Wepostulate the following hypothesisconcerningthe data:

P (B,,T,,B~,T2,C)

= P (C) ¯ P (B,,T,I c)¯
P(B2,T= I B,,T,,C)

17

(4.1)

TABLE1
VARIABLEDEFINITIONS

VARIABLE
NUMBER VARIABLE

DESCRIPTION

1

C

Car ownershipindicator of the household
(0 = no car owned,1 = 1 + cars owned).

2

T,

Train-usage
(0= no usage, 1 = oneor moretrips made)
in first 7-dayobservationperiodin one-yearinterval
Bus-train-subway
usage
(0 = no usage,1 = one or moretrips made)
in first 7-dayobservationperiodin one-yearinterval
Train usagein second7-day observationperiod
Bus usagein second7-day observation period

This is a partially recursive structure, containing onemarginalandtwo conditional
probabilities. Bususageandtrain usageat time t = 1 are jointly determinedby car
ownership.In addition, there is also a laggedeffect: busandtrain usageat time t = 2
are jointly determinedby bus andtrain usageat time t = 1 andcar ownership.
First, weestimatethis modelusing a set of simultaneousconditional logistic
equations:
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TABLE2
RESPONSE
PATTERNTRAIN & BUS USAGE,ANDCAROWNERSHIP
(source:DutchMobility Panel)

CAR OWNERSHIP
= 0
BUS TIME1 =0
TRAINTIME1 = 0
TRAINTIME2

BUS
TIME2

TRAINTIME1 = 1
TRAINTIME2

0

1

0

1

0

4O2

2O

26

22

1

97

39

6

2O

BUSTIME1 = 1
TRAINTIME1 = 1
TRAINTIME2

TRAINTIME1 = 0
TRAINTIME2
0

1

0

1

0

113

7

46

17

1

222

39

39

94

BUS
TIME2

CAR OWNERSHIP
= 1
BUS TIME1 =0
TRAINTIME1 = 0
TRAINTIME2

TRAINTIME1 = 1
TRAINTIME2

0

1

0

1

0
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Lc

= #,

1

(4.2a)

L.r,

= #~ + #~2 C + /.~ B,

L,,

= #~ + #,3C + /~T,

(4.2b)

3

(4.2c)

Themodeldefined by equationsystem(4) is depictedin the flow diagramof Figure
Thesuperscriptsof the # termsdenotethe dimensionof the table usedin the estimation
of the parameters.Thus,#i is estimatedfromthe marginaldistribution of C. Next, train
andbus usageat time t = 1 are determinedjointly from car ownership,using a threedimensionaltable (T, * B * C). Theterms#,2 3and#,33relate to the causaleffect of car
3
ownershipon train andbus usage,respectively. The#a
term appearsin both equations

andis the associationamong
busandtrain usageat time t = 1. Nocausalinterpretation
canbe given to this particular parametersince there is no direction of the effect. The
5
5
terms#24
and#~
measure
the laggedeffects of train andbususage,respectively. It is

assumed
that there are no cross-laggedeffects of B, to "1"2 andT, to B2(# 34 = # 25 =

0).

2O

#
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FIGURE 1
FLOW DIAGRAM
OF THE CONDITIONAL LOGISTIC MODEL
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Table3 containsthe parameterestimatesof the model.All estimatedcoefficients
are highly significant. Regardingthe effects of car ownership,there is the expected
negative influence on both bus andtrain usage.The effect on bus usageis stronger
than the effect on train usagein both time periods, whichis also as expectedbecause,
for example,there is considerabletrain usageby higher incomebusinesstravelers.
Moreover,
the coefficient valuesin t = 1 are larger than in t = 2, whichcouldbe dueto
the absenceof lagged effects for the t = 1 period. The lagged effects are highly
significant. If weinterpret theseparameters
as stability coefficien" then train usage
appearsto be morestable than bus usage. Further, bus and train usageare highly
complementary:the association betweenB, and T, is highly positive, as is the
association betweenB= and T=.
However,
the modelcannotanswerthe questionof whethertrain usageimplies bus
usageor, conversely,whetherthere is indeedmerestatistical association. Structural
modelingprovidesthe capability of answeringthis questionthroughhypothesistesting
andinvolving alternative modelspecifications. Thefirst alternative modelto be tested
(designatedas ModelI) hasthe following form:

C*

= ¢,

(4.3a)

T,*

= ,8 2, C* + ¢=

(4.3b)

B,*

= ,8 3, C* + ~’3

(4.3c)

= ~,,C* + /~,~T,* + ~’,

(4.3d)

= /~5, C* + ~53B,* + ~-,

(4.3e)

T*
B2*

with
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TABLE3
PARAMETER
ESTIMATESOF THE
CONDITIONALLOGISTIC MODEL
(Equation4.2)

PARAMETER

C --, T,

-0.930

-9.22

3

B,*-, T,

1.818

18.29

3

C --, B~

-1.577

-21.31

#7,

5

C---, "i"2

-0.489

- 4.30

/~2,

5

T, --, T2

2.566

23.43

5
#,~

B=*-, "1"2

1.593

15.48

5

C --, B2

-1.066

12.60

5

B~--, B2

2.191

28.13

/~=

2

COEFFICIENT T-VALUE

3

/~z3

x
DF
P

EFFECT

= 133.59
= 18
= 0.000

23

1
0
0
0
0

= cov(c)

1
~0~
0

1
0
0

(4.3f)

1
~,

ModelI, specified in equationsystem4.3 representsan implementationof the
general structural equationformulation 2.11 with no exogenous
x variables (r = null
matrix) and

B

0
#~,
#3,
#,,
#5,

._,

0
0
0
#e
0

0
0
0
0
#~

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

(4.4)

wherethe endogenous
variables are in the sameorder as those in Table 1: C, T, ,
B,, "1"2, B2. Themodelis depictedin the flow diagramof Figure 2.
All variablesare latent variablesin this simultaneous
equationsystem,so equation
(2.4) holdsfor all y,, i = 1,2,...,5:
Prob(y, = 1)

= 1-~,(k,)
= ~(-ki

(4.5)

)

wherethe k, unknown
thresholds are estimatedusing the methoddescribed in Section
2.3.
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ModelI implies that there are no structural ~inksbetween
the busandtrain choices
at eachpoint in time. Theselinks are specifiedin termsof the correlations,~ 32 and.~ ~,
betweenthe respective residuals. Thesetwo parametersare analogousto the ~3 and
,5 parameters
in the conditionallogistic model(4.2). Further, the cross-lagged
relations
B,--> T2 and T,--> B2are zero, so ~ = ~,~ = 0 and the effects from C and lagged
relations B,--> B2andT,-->T2 are modeled
throughthe structural ~ parameters,which
implies (¢2, = ~3, = "~,, = ~s, = ~,~ = ~ = 0). Thus, there areeightfree
parameters
in the model.Table4 displaysthe results of the estimation,usingthe limited
information, GLSmethodof LISCOMP.
The coefficient values for the simultaneousprobit ModelI are not directly
comparable
to thoseof the conditionallogistic modelfor two reasons.First, the variance
of the logistic distribution is 3’/2 / ~r, whilethe scale of the probit is set to 1. Amemiya
(1981) suggestsmultiplying the Iogit estimatesby 0.625 to get comparablevalues.
Second,the explanatoryvariables are dummies
in the CLM,but latent variables in the
multivariate probit model,whichmakes
direct comparison
difficult. Further, the x ~ tests
are different andcannotbe compared
directly. For the log-linear modelthe test measures
the difference in observedandpredicted cell frequencies. In the multivariate normal
model,the test measures
the differences in samplestatistics andestimatedcorrelations
by the structural model.TheCLMcanbe rejected as a fit to the data, accordingto the
x ~ value(critical x = valuewith (~ = 0.01 is 34.8), while the simultaneous
probit model
cannotbe rejected,the x 2 statistic indicatinganexcellentfit to the sample
statistics. On
the other hand,a morecomplicatedCLMspecification, involving higher-orderinteraction
termscannotbe rejected, implyingthat bivariate information is not sufficient in this
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TABLE4
PARAMETER
ESTIMATESOF THE
SIMULTANEOUS
PROBIT MODELI
(Equation4.3)

PARAMETER

2

x
DF
P

EFFECT

COEFFICIENT T-VALUE

/92,

C* -. T*

-0.485

-14.85

/93,

C* ---’ B*

-0.553

-21.25

/~,,

C* --, T*

-0.166

-4.34

P5,

C* --, B*

-0.363

-11.41

,=

T,*--, T=*

0.568

18.69

~

B* -, B*

0.412

15.27

¢32

B,* ,--, T*

0.343

10.34

¯ ~5,

B~*,-, T2*

0.280

10.46

= 1.195
= 2
= 0.547

particular sample.Therefore, a full information estimation methodmight give better
results for the structural model.Giventhe computational
difficulties involvedin estimating
a five-dimensionalnormalvariate, the limited information procedurewasused.
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Unlikethe CLM,the simultaneous
probit modelallowstesting of alternative causal
hypothesesthroughalternative structural forms. Thefirst set of hypothesesinvolves
causal influences betweenthe bus andtrain variables. Insteadof a correlation among
thesevariables, unidirectional links canbe specified: train usageimplies bususage,as
specified in ModelII--Figure 3; or bususageimplies train usage,as specified in Model
Ill--Figure 4. In ModelII (Figure 3), there are no free (nonzero)off-diagonalparameters
in the ¯ matrix, andthere are twoadditionalfree parameters
in the B matrix (4.4)’ #= and
/~54. ModelIII (Figure 4) differs fromModelII in that the causality between
T andB
reversed,and/~23 and/~,5are freed, rather than/~=and~ ~,. Modelestimationresults
for ModelsII andIII, contrastedwith the baseModelI, are given in Table5. Thex2
goodness-of-fit measure
is best for the baseModelI (correlated train andbus choice
residuals). Regarding
the two causalhypotheses,
ModelII is preferableto ModelII1: the
hypothesisthat train usageleads to bus usagefits the data better than the competing
hypothesisthat bususageimplies train usage.
A secondset of hypothesesthat can be tested with simultaneousprobit models
involves the laggedrelations T,-->T2andB,--> B 2 " the questionis whethertheseare
indeedstructural links, implying true state dependence,or whether the errors are
correlatedovertime (serial correlation). ThebaseModelI implies the former, while the
latter hypothesisof serial correlation corresponds
to ModelIV, depictedin Figure5. In
ModelIV, two free parameters(~,2 and~ ~ ) are addedto the ¯ residual correlation
matrix 4.3f, while the twostructural parameters
#,2 and/~in the B-matrixin equation4.4
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TABLE 5
TESTS OF CAUSALLINKS
AMONGTRAIN AND BUS USAGE

MODEL
I

MODEL
II

MODEL
III

COEFF(T-VAL)

COEFF(T.VAL)

COEFF(T.VAL)

PARAMETER EFFECT

-.485

(-14.85)

-.478

(-14.68)

-.307

-.553

(-21.25)

-.394

(-12.03)

-.,~54 (-21.31)

-.leS

(-4.34)

-.171 (-4.52)

-.069

(ol.62)

-.363

(-11.41)

-.313

(-9.79)

-.371

(-11.60)

,351

(10.67)

.5,.q4

(19.10)

.472

(17.98)

.352

(10,47)

,414

(15.15)

368

.412

(18.69)

(15.27)

.323

(13.75)

(-7.17)

.225 (lO.26)
.243 (10.03)
.343
.280

(10.34)
(10.46)

1.195(2)

7.535(2)

10.141(2)

0.5473

0.0226

0.0061
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are restricted to zero. The estimation results for base ModelI (with true state
dependence)
andModelIV (with serial correlation) are compared
in Table6. Clearly,
fit is muchworsefor ModelIV, whichimplies true state dependence
in public transport
choice.
Theaimherehasbeento compare
the conditionallogistic modelwith the structural
simultaneous probit model. It was shownthat the probit model allows testing of
alternative causality in situations wherethe CLMonly allows for correlation-type
parameters.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a simultaneous modeling system for dichotomousendogenous
variables hasbeenpresented,basedon the multivariate probit model.This modelallows
for causal hypothesestesting of sets of related discrete choice processes. One
potentially fruitful application of this methodis in the dynamicmodelingof recurrent
choices in time. The choice processesare usually linked through time lags, state
dependencies,and serial correlation (heterogeneity). In principle, these dynamic
relationships can be modeledin the frameworkpresented here. A simple empirical
examplewasgiven in Section4. Public transport choice (train andbus) wasmodeled
two points in time, conditional on fixed car ownershiplevels. A numberof hypotheses
couldbe tested with this model.First, it wasshown
that train andbuschoicewaslinked
throughcorrelation effects. Suchan effect could be the result of mutualcausationby
excludedvariables. Eachof the competinghypothesesindicating that choice of one
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TABLE6
TEST OF STATE DEPENDANCE
VERSUSSERIAL CORRELATION
OF TRAIN AND BUS USAGE

MODEL
I

MODELIV

COEFF(’T-VAL)

COEFF(T-VAL)

PARAMETER EFFECT

(-17.Ol)

C*--, T,*

-.485

(-14.85)

C*-, B,*

-.553

(-21.25)

-.605

(-24.29)

C"---. T2*

-.166

(-4.34)

-.509

(-15.36)

C*--, B2*

-.363

(-11.41)

-.637

(-26.52)

T*--, T2*

.568

(18.69)

B*---, a2*

.412

(15.27)

B* ,-, T*

.343

(10.34)

.224

(7.96)

T* ,-, T~*

.474

(16.10)

a,*---, g2*

.335

(12.96)

.254

(9.18)

a2* ~. T~*

.280

(10.46)

x (OF)

1.195 (2)

P

0.5473

34

35.087(2)
0.0000

modecausesthe choice of the other modeshoweda worsefit.

Second,the nature of

the time dependencyof modechoice could be tested. The hypothesis of causallyrelated modeusageover time showeda muchbetter fit than the rival hypothesis of
serially-correlated errors, whichis evidencefor state dependency
in train andbuschoice.
Thesimultaneousprobit modelwasalso tested against the conditional logistic
model.This modelis derivedfrom, andequivalentto, the log-linear model.Althoughthe
conditionallogistic modelis highly valuablefor determining
empiricalrelationships,it has
only limited capability to test causalrelationshipsversusmerestatistical association.If
the modelis not fully recursive, then it is not possibleto determinethe true underlying
causalstructure. Moreover,the conditional logistic modelis restricted in the types of
modelspecifications that it allows: endogenous
dichotomous
variables are treated as
dummies
wheneverthey appearas explanatory variables in the equation system.This
maynot alwaysbe the proper representationof the underlyingtheory. Thesimultaneous
probit modeldoesnot havethis limitation.
Despitethe theoretical advantages,there.are still

a numberof methodological

problems in estimating the simultaneous probit model. First,

the assumptionof

multinormality for observedoutcomesmaynot be appropriate in manycases. Second,
full maximum
likelihood estimationis still not feasible with large numbers
of variables,
given the current state of computertechnology. The reliance on limited information
solutions simplifies the estimationprocedure,but moreworkis necessary
to studyall the
consequences
of the simplifications invoked.
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